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Praying the Bible
Life can be hard. Prayer doesn’t have to be. Whatever is going on with you right
now, God is actually interested. And yet connecting with God through prayer can
often feel foreign, challenging, or beyond our reach. But here’s the thing: You’re
already awesome at prayer. You just don’t know it . . . yet. Through over twenty
years of pastoring and writing, Jarrett Stevens has made it his mission to connect
the dots between God and our everyday lives. With fresh biblical insights, powerful
stories, and spiritually practical practices, Praying Through will help you connect
with God in fresh and meaningful ways no matter what season you may be going
through. Whether you’re new to prayer, or God seems silent, or you’re grieving a
loss, or you need direction, or you're feeling grateful and don’t know how to
express it—you don’t have to let these obstacles keep you from God. There is a
way for you to pray through!

How to Pray, and See God's Answer in the Clouds Above
Praying Your Way to Joy
The psalms often stretch and perplex readers as they teach, but they also open a
divine window on prayer. This collection features meditations on more than 75
psalms and offers brief thoughts and background as well as suggested ways to use
the psalms in prayer.

Prayer. the Right Way, the Right Word for the Right Result
For readers who struggle with a short attention span, a restless body, or a
tendency to daydream, this new prayer form helps to communicate with God. This
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smaller, "portable" edition has also been revised and updated by the author for the
new format.

Praying the Way Jesus Prayed
Fans of Edward Sri’s The New Rosary in Scripture will love this updated and
expanded collection of his thoughts on the rosary! “These words express, so to
speak, the wonder of heaven and earth; they could be said to give a glimpse of
God’s own wonderment as he contemplates his ‘masterpiece’—the Incarnation of
the Son in the womb of the Virgin Mary.” —Saint John Paul II Do you have two and
a half minutes in your day that you can give to God? This is the beauty of the
rosary. You don’t have to pray the rosary all at once and you can pray it anywhere!
Do you struggle with praying the rosary: finding time, fighting distractions,
worrying about your mind wandering? In Praying the Rosary Like Never Before,
Edward Sri offers practical suggestions that come from the rosary’s tradition and,
most especially, St. John Paul II. These helpful tips will make the rosary a constant
companions through the different seasons, moments, and challenges we all face.
These tips serve as easy on-ramps for those who don’t pray the rosary regularly
motivate avid devotees of the rosary to go deeper with the Lord. “Offering God a
decade or two in the midst of my daily life gives him something beautiful, even if I
give it without my full, relaxed, undivided attention,” says Sri. “I’m giving God
some space in my day and filling it with words of praise for him.” You will find
answers to common questions such as the significance of the Hail Mary, whether
the attention given to Mary distracts us from God, the meaning of all the repetition,
where the rosary came from, what to think about for each of the mysteries, and
whether one should focus on the prayers or the mysteries. You will also find biblical
reflections on the twenty mysteries of the rosary that provide practical insights to
help you not only understand the twenty mysteries but also live them. In this book,
Sri takes what he did in The New Rosary in Scripture to a new level.

The Right Way the Best Way; Or a Plea for the Weekly
Offertory. Four Sermons with an Appendix
Do you ever find it hard to pray and don't know what to say? Prayer is one of the
most powerful, life-changing things we will ever do, and yet we often struggle. It's
hard to find the time. It's repetitive, we get distracted and sometimes even bored.
And the answers often feel few and far between. The good news? There is a simple,
powerful way to reignite your conversation with God. In Praying Women,
bestselling author Sheila Walsh shares practical helps directly from God's Word,
showing you how to - know what to say when you pray - understand how to use
prayer as a weapon when you are in the midst of a struggle - pray as joy-filled
warriors, not anxious worriers - let go of the past and stand on God's promises for
you now Prayer changes you and it changes the world. You may have tried before,
but if you're ready to start again in your relationship with God, let Sheila Walsh
show you how to become a strong praying woman.

Prayer Warrior Book of Prayers: The Power of Praying? Your
Way to Victory
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Why Some Prayers Work, Why Some Don’t, and How You and God Can Change
Things for Good How would it feel to enter into prayer with confidence and
assurance—certain that God heard you and that your prayers would make a
difference? It would likely feel amazing and unfamiliar. That’s because often our
prayers seem to be met with silence or don’t appear to change anything. Either
response can lead to disappointment or even despair in the face of our ongoing
battles and unmet longings—especially when we don’t know if we’re doing
something wrong or if some prayers just don’t work. New York Times bestselling
author John Eldredge confronts these issues directly in Moving Mountains by
offering a hopeful approach to prayer that is effective, relational, and rarely
experienced by most Christians. In a world filled with danger, adventure, and
wonder, we have at our disposal prayers that can transform the events and issues
that matter most to us and to God. Moving Mountains shows you how to
experience the power of daily prayer, learn the major types of prayers—including
those of intervention, consecration, warfare, and healing—and to discover the
intimacy of the cry of the heart prayer, listening prayer, and praying Scripture.
Things can be different, and you personally have a role to play with God in bringing
about that change through prayer. It may sound too good to be true, but this is
your invitation to engage in the kind of prayers that can move God's heart as well
as the mountains before you.

Praying Women
How To Recieve A Miracle and Retain It
Pivotal Praying
Have you ever wondered if God answers your prayers or if you are praying the
"right way"? How to Pray, and See God's Answer in the Clouds Above explains both
the proper methods of praying as well as a new way to see God's answers to your
prayers. Franklin A. Tyler Jr. has studied prayer for more than twenty-five years
and has interviewed thousands of people around the world in order to provide
spiritual guidance to those who want to correctly interpret God's communication.
Tyler discusses the differences between how God talked with man during biblical
times and how He communicates with today's spiritual seekers. By compiling a list
of his interviewees' problems, how they prayed, the different clouds they viewed,
and the meanings of each cloud formation, Tyler is able to provide specific
examples that will help you interpret the answers to your prayers. A detailed
dictionary of letters A-Z and their religious meaning is included that will help you
both see and analyze cloud shapes. So if you are on a spiritual journey to seek
answers, lie down on the grass, put your arms behind your head, and stare
upwards, because your answer is in the clouds.

Praying to Get Results
Gospel Principles
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We all face critical forks in the road-marriage, the death of a loved one, the birth of
a child, or a personal health crisis. How are we to pray at these junctures? Perhaps
our instinct is to send up a quick "911" prayer, but authors John Hull and Tim
Elmore demonstrate how by praying the right prayer at the right time, we can see
the incredible impact of what God can do. Scripture offers countless examples of
men and women who prayed strategically and saw results. Remember Solomon's
prayer for wisdom? He received it-and wealth beyond his imagination as well. And
how about Hannah's desire for a child? God honored her prayer; her son Samuel
became the greatest judge in Israel's history. Pivotal Praying uses these examples
and others to illustrate the power of effective-and ineffective-praying. For those
seeking to enlarge their prayer vision and alter their circumstances for God's glory,
Pivotal Praying is an ideal resource.

A Better Way to Pray
From generation to generation, many Christians have adopted the habit of praying
every month through all 150 psalms—songs that form the bedrock of both
corporate worship and individual devotion. Through thousands of years of
memorization, recitation, and singing, the people of God have found in this book a
God-centered view of reality—words that put into perspective all our emotions,
conflicting desires, times of suffering, and experiences of faith and doubt. In
Psalms in 30 Days, Trevin Wax has adapted a centuries-old approach to reading
the psalms by providing a "Morning," "Midday" and "Evening" pattern—following
the Scriptural precedent for praying three times a day. This journey through the
psalms, as translated in the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB), also features other
songs from the Bible, as well as written prayers from faithful Christians who have
gone before us. Here is a guide to praying all the psalms every month by—three
times a day—lifting your eyes above your circumstances and reminding yourself
that God is the blazing center of all things. Psalms in 30 Days features the highly
readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB
stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity,
making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message and to share
it with others.

Pray the Gay Away
Andrew Wommack uncovers the traditions and misconceptions in prayer that often
bring more suffering than good! In finding out how Jesus taught us to pray, we can
bring joy back into our relationship with God. Many people, who truly love God with
all of their heart, find it difficult to pray as they have been taught. And their oncevibrant relationship with the Lord had become stifled, mechanical, and lifeless.
What they don't understand is that prayer is an opportunity to have communion
with God-fellowship with the Father. Of course it includes requests because we
need help from our Father every day, but it also includes a connection and
friendship with God. Readers may find it amazing that God would talk with them
just as a friend, but His greatest desire is for His children to know Him in much the
same, intimate way as He knows them. After 30 years of ministry, Andrew
Wommack has discovered some important things about prayer including what
prayer is and what it is not. Readers will uncover the traditions and misconceptions
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in prayer and discover true and meaningful communion with God through Jesus'
example of prayer. More importantly, they'll come to know a new, profound joy and
fulfillment in their relationship with God, receiving the answers they need. The
subject of prayer has been touched on many times through classic and current
authors, but Andrew Wommack brings a fresh approach to prayer by defuncting
the common traditions that make prayer laborious and lifeless. In much the same
style as Tommy Tenny's The God Chasers and Jim Cymbala's Fresh Wind, Fresh
Fire, readers will be thrilled to find a God who desires to talk with them anytime,
whenever they are open and willing.Readers will learn to develop vibrant, open
communication with the Father all throughout their day.

Praying the Heart of David
“This little book is explosive and powerful.” R. Albert Mohler, Jr. When you pray,
does it ever feel like you’re just saying the same old things about the same old
things? Offering us the encouragement and the practical advice we’re all looking
for, Donald S. Whitney, best-selling author of Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian
Life, outlines an easy-to-grasp method that has the power to transform our prayer
life: praying the words of Scripture. Simple, yet profound, Praying the Bible will
prove invaluable as you seek to commune with your heavenly Father in prayer
each and every day. Sign up for a free 5-day email course on praying the Bible at
crossway.org/PraytheBible.

The Power of Your Mind
Often we view prayer as an activity reserved for a certain time, in a certain place,
offered in a specific way. But Scripture encourages us to pray continually. This
exhortation is an opportunity for prayer to permeate every aspect of our
lives--when we're alone or in a crowd, when it's quiet and when it's chaotic, when
we feel like it and when we don't. Praying with Eyes Wide Open shows us how to
make continuous prayer a natural part of our lives rather than something on our
daily spiritual checklist. It helps us encounter God in new ways as we learn to open our eyes to see his presence and the world around us - open our ears to hear
his voice - open our hearts to experience freedom and power as we pray - and
open our lives as we pray for and with others Anyone desiring a richer, more
transformative prayer life will welcome this fresh take on conversing with our
Creator.

The Power Of Tongues
In Praying the Hours Suzanne Guthrie offers us a contemporary way to practice the
ancient tradition of hallowing time throughout the day by marking the hours with
prayer and thanksgiving. With humor and wisdom she draws on her experience as
a wife, mother, Episcopal priest, and teacher of children, showing us through her
own life how these devotions can fold into the times of a hectic day. By praying the
hours all the activities of our days — our eating, sleeping, working, cleaning,
playing, and reading — become part of the sanctification of time and place. In part
one Guthrie focuses on the importance of stability of place in the life of prayer.
“Every time I move,” she observes, “I have to learn to pray all over again,” and she
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describes how she has learned to make a new home a house of prayer. In part two
Guthrie takes us through the hours of prayer in the monastic day and explores how
praying at fixed hours through the day can draw us closer to God. Praying the
Hours is one of our series of Cowley Cloister Books: smaller format, gift edition
books designed for meditative and devotional reading.

Pray and Color
It's never been tougher to be a teenager--or the parent of one. Thankfully, from
your teen's first date to the next time he or she borrows the car keys, you can take
your concerns to God through prayer. Drawing on God's Word, Praying the
Scriptures for Your Teens offers palpable help to pray about the stormy issues your
teen faces: relationships, depression, rejection, sexuality, eating disorders, and
much more. This book also guides you in praying about everything from your
teen's character and safety to the purposes and plans that God has for his or her
life. Filled with historical, biblical, and contemporary illustrations, Praying the
Scriptures for Your Teens shows how to make the Bible your source for prayers
that can powerfully influence your teen's life. With humor and a warm, personal
style, author Jodie Berndt encourages you that, in this sometimes daunting new
world, "when you pray the Scriptures, you tap into the same power that has kept
teenagers safe for generations."

Praying the Hours
Put your mind-power to work and be all God wants you to be!There are no limits to
what you can achieve, and absolutely no restrictions to how high you can propel
yourself, when you put your mind-power to work.In "The Power of Your Mind,"
Pastor Chris reveals that the mind is a spiritual entity, and its greatest potentials
can only be reached through the education of the human spirit with God's Word,
which ultimately influences the mind. As you read, you'll discover essential truths
on: * Renewing Your Mind: The Concept of Mind-Management* The Power of
Thoughts* Pulling Down Strongholds * Dealing With Negative Thoughts And
Emotions* Attitude-Your Mental Disposition* Meditation-Your Moment of
Creationand so much more.God's dream is for you to come into full possession of
His manifold blessings, and your mind is the vital instrument He's given you to
appropriate this provision. This timely classic opens to you that realm of endless
possibilities and helps you explore the unlimited potential of your mind. So get
ready to make the right changes in the structure of your thinking and be that
excellent personality God planned for you to be

Praying The Right Way
Spend this year meditating on the promises of God. In this devotional, Cheri Fuller
and Jennifer Kennedy Dean invite readers to explore God’s promises each and
every day and encourage them to reflect on how God’s hand is evident if only we
look for it. Each reading includes a Bible verse from that day’s reading in The One
Year Bible, a devotional, a prayer, and a quotation that relates to the promise of
the day. Each day is an invitation to pursue a closer relationship to God and a
reminder that God always keeps his promises.
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None of These Diseases
In this book, Pastor Chris Oyakhilome teaches you the “what,” “how” and “why” of
speaking in other tongues, and reveals the immense benefits it holds for you as a
New Testament believer in Jesus Christ. You will also learn about Tongues,
Interpretation of tongues, and Prophecy The difference between Praying in Your
Understanding and Praying in Tongues

God Centred Praying
2013 Finalist for the Lambda Literary Awards, LGBT Studies category In the Bible
Belt, it’s common to see bumper stickers that claim One Man + One Woman =
Marriage, church billboards that command one to “Get right with Jesus,” letters to
the editor comparing gay marriage to marrying one’s dog, and nightly news about
homophobic attacks from the Family Foundation. While some areas of the Unites
States have made tremendous progress in securing rights for gay people, Bible
Belt states lag behind. Not only do most Bible Belt gays lack domestic partner
benefits, lesbians and gay men can still be fired from some places of employment
in many regions of the Bible Belt for being a homosexual. In Pray the Gay Away,
Bernadette Barton argues that conventions of small town life, rules which govern
Southern manners, and the power wielded by Christian institutions serve as a
foundation for both passive and active homophobia in the Bible Belt. She explores
how conservative Christian ideology reproduces homophobic attitudes and shares
how Bible Belt gays negotiate these attitudes in their daily lives. Drawing on the
remarkable stories of Bible Belt gays, Barton brings to the fore their thoughts,
experiences and hard-won insights to explore the front lines of our national culture
war over marriage, family, hate crimes, and equal rights. Pray the Gay Away
illuminates their lives as both foot soldiers and casualties in the battle for gay
rights.

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
One of the main reasons why people don't pray—or don't pray more often—is
because they don't know how to pray. In Praying the Way Jesus Prayed, Mark Link,
SJ, simplifies and clarifies for everyone the process of how to pray. By looking
closely at the example of Jesus, Fr. Link shows readers uncomfortable with praying
how to pray effectively, and he shows those who already routinely engage in
prayer how to pray in ways that lead to an even richer, deeper communication with
God.

Let's Talk
Ours is an age of anxiety. We worry about our children, jobs, homes, health, and
finances. News and social media feed our fears. Even the fear of missing out leads
to anxiety. The solution isn't to rid ourselves of the sources of anxiety but to
recognize that anxiety originates from a spiritual influence--and then use the
weapons of power, love, and a sound mind to fight back and live in God's peace.
Sharing her own story of emerging from the battle with anxiety as well as the
stories of others, Dr. Michelle Bengtson reminds you of your identity as a follower
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of Christ and of the peace he promises you in spite of everything. She provides
tools to cope with the crushing emotional burden of anxiety now, and, more
importantly, shows you how to reclaim God's peace as a way of life so that you can
break anxiety's grip.

The One Year Praying the Promises of God
Do you need a miracle—that supernatural intervention of God in the natural affairs
of men that transcends human reasoning and ability? Learn how to receive one in
this captivating book as Pastor Chris shares vital steps you must take to release
God’s power on your behalf. Also discover how to ward off the devil’s counterattack and retain what God has given you!

Moving Mountains
Praying Through
Communicating with God can sometimes be difficult and even unsatisfying. In Let’s
Talk, Bill Crowder presents fresh viewpoints that remind readers of what an
extraordinary privilege it is to enter into the throne room of God. Encouraging
them to enlarge their view of and appreciation for prayer, Crowder offers biblical
insights into who God is and why prayer matters. Let’s Talk motivates readers to
make prayer a priority in their walk with God. Readers can find a renewed sense of
dependency on the Sovereign God and desire to pursue a more intimate
relationship with Him through prayer.

Praying the Lord's Prayer
No one can sit on the sidelines today when it comes to spiritual matters. A war is
going on between good and evil, and every believer is involved. For every Christian
who wants a meaningful prayer life that is more than just asking for blessings,
bestselling author Stormie Omartian shows how to pray with strength and
purpose—prayers resulting in great victory, not only personally but also in
advancing God's kingdom and glory. Readers will find help and encouragement in
12 practical and significant chapters that address knowing your Commander and
standing on His side being certain of your authority in prayer becoming skilled with
your spiritual weapons following God's orders to resist the enemy seeing what’s
happening from God’s perspective Stormie also provides many powerful prayers on
numerous subjects that concern people today. For anyone eager to answer the call
of God on his or her life to pray while responding to the desire of his or her heart to
see people and situations change, Prayer Warrior is a must-read.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
This lovely book will walk you through 200 encouraging, inspiring, heartfelt, joyfilled prayers that will help your beautiful soul to discover true delight and
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Giver Himself.

A Simple Way to Pray
Kenneth E. Hagin shows the believer how to get prayers answered. Effective
praying, he explains is the result of following ceretain Biblical principles he outlines
in this book.

Breaking Anxiety's Grip
What happens when a former Zen Buddhist monk and his feminist wife experience
an apparition of the Virgin Mary? Weaving together their own remarkable story of
how they came to the rosary, the authors reveal an ancestral path--available to
everyone, religious or not--that returns readers to the powerful healing rhythms of
the natural world.ral world.

Praying the Right Way
When asked by his barber and good friend, Peter Beskendorf, for some practical
guidance on how to prepare oneself for prayer, Luther responded by writing this
brief treatise, first published in the spring of 1535. After 500 years, his instruction
continues to offer words of spiritual nurture for us today.

Psalms in 30 Days
"God wants to answer ALL your prayers! "If He had planned it any other way, He
would never have required you to pray. But He'll hear and answer only when you're
'PRAYING THE RIGHT WAY.' Discover the secrets and principles of effective prayer
in this concise, yet comprehensive book by Chris Oyakhilome and rid yourself of
any wrong mindsets, doctrines, perceptions, practices and prayers that may have
clogged the wheels of your prayer life.

God's Prayer Book
Praying the Scriptures for Your Teens
How to Pray Effectively
Emphasizes the importance of prayer in Christian life and provides a collection of
prayers.

Praying the Rosary Like Never Before
Discover the secrets and principles of effective prayer in this concise, yet
comprehensive book by Chris Oyakhilome, and rid yourself of any wrong mindsets,
doctrines, perceptions, practices and prayers that may have clogged the wheels of
your prayer life.
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Prayer Warrior
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a
personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the Spirit
of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of God the Father,
Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the gospel. You can find
answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and self-worth, and
face personal and family challenges with faith.

Praying with Eyes Wide Open
David was a complex man. He was known as: David the shepherd. David the
musician. David the poet. David the giant slayer. David the adulterer. David the
devoted father. David the king. David was at all times compassionate, tender, and
generous, yet he was fierce in battle and devious in his double sin with Uriah and
Bathsheba. David reminds us of our vulnerabilities but at the same time keeps us
focused on God s mercy and everlasting love. Praying the Heart of David brings
comfort and peace because that is the result of worshiping God in song and prayer.
David is remembered for the greatness of Psalm 23. Every time a child in Sunday
school repeats The Lord is my Shepherd, the influence of David s passion to know
God lives on. Praying with David brings us closer to nature, lifts us into Heaven,
and introduces us to the Messiah Jesus. As a new release in the successful Praying
the Scriptures series by well-known author and respected Liberty University dean
and professor Dr. Elmer Towns, you will walk closely with David as he teaches you
to worship God vigorously with full abandon and total compassion. Start today!

The Way of the Rose
Praying is a problem for many people. Christians often go through the motions of
prayer because it is expected of them, but they are often left wondering, "Did God
hear me? Does he even care?" In his book Praying the Lord's Prayer, an excerpt
from Growing in Christ, J. I. Packer presents a powerful truth: prayer is a natural
activity between the Heavenly Father and his children. As Packer works through
each phrase of Christ's pattern of prayer, readers will begin to grasp the basic
principles and guidelines of prayer. As readers apply the truths of this book to their
prayer lives, they will experience intimate communication with God and will
strengthen their own conversations with their Father in heaven.
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